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Sergueï Eisenstein: how montage makes commoning, like a chronotope. 

 

What are the aesthetic conditions for things to be in common? As Bakhtin said: 

the social, or public sphere, interacts with a « semantic » sphere. This « semantic » 

sphere involves forms which unite significance and affect in order to give meaning by 

technical devices. It creates a chronotope: the appearance of time in space1. Eisenstein 

names imagicity (obraznost’) a similar process2. 

According to him, the displacement by montage makes things common as 

opposed to their separation in the established order. It is deeply related to Rabelais’ 

laughing figure. As Bakhtin demonstrates, Rabelais’ specific chronotope is the market 

square, where the laughter reveals the organic self by linking things and levels of reality 

that the ascetic idealism keeps separate. This recreation strains between amplification 

and condensation: the grotesque. Eisenstein himself emphasizes, in his texts about ex-

stasis3, that the comical is the principle of separation of the same from oneself. 

Therefore, it is also the possibility and the way to find the same in difference: the 

principle of the pars pro toto4. It’s the model of all process, for Eisenstein, between 

difference and repetition, including the possibility to go back, to regress, and the basis 

for the expressive movement (otkaz)5 in staging (mise-en-scène). 

The difference, however, between chronotope and montage is that, according to 

Eisenstein, montage animates a dialectical movement between analytical multiplicity 

                                                
1 See Forms of Time and Chronotope in the Novel (1937-38), in M.M. Bakhtin, The dialogic 
Imagination. Four Essays, Austin, The University of Texas Press, 2006, pp. 84-258. 
2 Cf. Ré ́sumés d’additions à ̀ Stuttgart (1929), in François Albé ́ra, Eisenstein et le constructivisme russe. 
Stuttgart, dramaturgie de la forme, Lausanne-Paris, L’Âge d’Homme, pp. 94-95. 
3 Cf., for example, La non-indifférente nature 1, Paris, U.G.E. 10/18, 1976, chapters VIII-IX.  
4 Cf. Roman Jakobson, « Décadence du cinéma ? » (1933), in Cinéma. Théorie/lectures, Revue 
d’esthétique, special issue, Paris, Klincksieck, 1973, p. 70 ; Eisenstein « Hors cadre » (1929), Cahiers du 
Cinéma, n° 215, septembre 1969, where the word pars pro toto is not still there, but the concept, throught 
the model of the japanese ideogram. 
5 On the expressive movement, see Ada Ackerman, Regards de Sergueï Eisenstein sur l’œuvre d’Honoré 
Daumier: une réception méconnue, thesis, Nanterre-Paris 3 University, Montreal University, 2011. 



and organic unity6. Bakhtin characterizes the fusion of components and of categories to 

be the main specific goal of art. Nevertheless, he sees a boundary line between the 

work’s chronotope and the spectator’s. But this boundary line is also a frontier and, 

consequently, manages encounters between these two worlds that give flesh and blood 

to the bones of writing. Eisenstein’s montage is never a close totality, but a kind of 

access by various ways to a wider imaginary spatio-temporal world. Experience gives 

way to an invisible global image that the spectator has to reconstruct by his or her 

imagination: that is an eidetic image7. It happens as a journey which goes further to the 

unknown, the indeterminate: a « virtual » exploration, guided by form. 

Between Eisenstein and Bakhtin, these poetics imply the sense of mètis, which 

is, in ancient Greek, the name of a kind of intelligence8. It’s the practical and technical 

one, which is specially characterized by cunning. But mètis is also the special skills of 

the carpenter, the architect or the nautical pilot. It is associated to forms like interlaced 

designs, webs, knots, roundabout ways and especially the labyrinth, all that are models 

for Eisenstein9. Mètis is the craftsman’s intelligence, independent from the logos, but 

also generally opposed to kratos (strength). This intelligence differs from specialized 

discursive and military skills. Its links with the mythological trickster are close to 

market square intelligence. Therefore, mètis reveals a rich thinking on the free 

exploration of the unknown with the support of technical schemes, namely arts (tekhnè). 

It is common poetics and poïetics for aporia, complexity, orientation and decision in an 

uncertain world. 

Eisenstein questions the image construction of the commons in three main films. 

We could consider them as dialectical moments for this reflexion: 

_ The Battleship Potemkin (1925) 

_ The General Line (1926-29) 

_ Que viva Mexico ! (1931-32) 

 

In The Battleship Potemkin, the boat appears as a technical support, which 

becomes as such a common thing and space. When the sailors begin to disobey, they 

                                                
6 This refers to Eisenstein’s last theory of montage (1939-47) ; see La non-indiffe ́rente nature 1, op. cit., 
p. 74 sq. 
7 From the Greek eidos, as idea and form. 
8 Cf. Marcel Detienne, Jean-Pierre Vernant, Les ruses de l’intelligence. La mètis des grecs, Paris, 
Flammarion, 1978; Françoise Frontisi-Ducroux, Dédale. Mythologie de l’artisan en Grèce ancienne, 
Paris, François Maspero, 1975. 
9 Cf. La non-indifférente nature 2, Paris, U.G.E. 10/18, 1978, p. 138 sq. 



face a disproportionate reaction from the main officers. This situation, of course, gives a 

metonymy about the regime’s oppression, which supposes the « proletarians » to be 

minor people. It opens the way to the rebellion. Yet, the still violent officer’s reaction 

induces the sailors to pull them off the boat. So they stay together without any leader. 

But, these sailors have already, in their hands and minds, the technical knowledge, the 

mètis to make the most of the battleship. It is a very well concentrated image of Marx’s 

theory about the emancipation of the « proletariat », and its limits. 

The battleship gives shape to a community of equals: it becomes the frame for a 

real Soviet. The main deck, where the riot happens, is the common place to deliberate 

and decide collectively. It gives a scale within concrete limits and creates the support of 

the revolutionary chronotope as the core of the entire 1905 revolution. Therefore, the 

sailors share a common mètis in a common place: the battleship. This appears when the 

crisis happens, especially in the end when they think they will have to prepare to face 

and fight the admiral squadron. The architectural and technical structure of the 

battleship, its architectonics10, permits the realisation of the gestures according to the 

action’s aim. Walter Benjamin characterises the film as an « architectonic of masses ». 

These masses are transformed into a collective of beings, able to act consciously11. The 

frame of the battleship structures the common will. This introduces revolutionary time 

in space, which spreads, first to the town Odessa, and then to the world. 

But it is now well known that this kind of architectonics functions only in 

determined limits of scale. If these limits are transgressed, collective emancipation, 

which implies the human control of the environment in a perceptible concrete public 

sphere, could not occur anymore. The hierarchical stake, but also the problems of 

alienation, caused by the productive process in itself, could not be overcome by this one 

way12. In the discussion that followed Garrett Hardin’s famous The Tragedy of the 

Commons, which David Harvey recently discussed again, in his The Future of the 

Commons, the latter emphasized this determinant scale problem13. 

 

                                                
10 Cf. Pascal Rousse, « L’architectonique du montage selon Eisenstein et Benjamin: architecture 
temporelle et transformation du lieu », [on line] Cadrage.net, october 2006, 
http://www.cadrage.net/dossier/architectonique.htm 
11 Cf. Walter Benjamin, Discussions sur le ciné ́ma russe et l’art collectiviste en général (re ́ponse à 
O.A.H. Schnitz) (« Die literarische welt », n° 10, 3rd year, 11 march 1927), « Cahiers du Cinéma », 
special issue, n° 226-227, january-february, Paris, 1971, pp.16-17. 
12 See Andre Gorz, Adieux au proletariat, Paris, Galilée, 1980. 
13 Cf. « Radical History Review », n° 109, winter, 2011; see also On commons, An architektur, n° 23, 
july 2010, Berlin.  



Thus, the arts as technical devices can degenerate into « productivism ». 

Eisenstein’s cinema not only illustrates the given doctrine, but he puts it to the test by 

the form problem. In its concreteness, it implies a non-hierarchical dialectic between 

production and symbolization: artistic form reveals the in between of an interaction. 

Consequently, in The General Line, the image of techniques becomes more problematic 

and its presentation more ironic: hence the famous cream separator scene, where the 

animation of the machine by montage becomes more evident. 

The subject of the film is the collectivization and mechanization of agriculture, 

implying strong propaganda against private property, associated with archaïc « common 

laws » on inheritance, cultivation techniques and economics. This propaganda had been 

reinforced on Stalin’s demand, not only by changing the title for The Old and the New, 

but with a different montage and a different ending. This second version seems to strive 

further towards the « productivist » goal, ending with a frightening invasion of fields by 

an innumerable army of tractors. But, in the first version, The General Line, and in 

Eisenstein’s explanations, we understand a different and more profound intention14. 

The real theme is union, as in a wedding, between industrial and rural ways of 

living; workers and peasants, technique and nature. The two main figures are Marfa and 

the tractor driver who come together, at the end of the film, after having exchanged their 

styles of living: Marfa becomes a tractor driver and the original tractor driver a peasant. 

Thus, the film shows that technique has no positive transformative power without its 

integration in a new web of human and territorial relationships. There are much scenes 

about grouping techniques in the film, not only the cream separator one, but also the 

arrival of the tractor, the mowing machine, and the sovkhoz scene, which shows a State 

collective farm as a laboratory and a factory in a modern building15. 

But, to understand Eisenstein’s anthropological and philosophical tongue in 

cheek way of thinking, under the propagandist surface, there are two sequences, which 

follow each other: first, the « communist Saturday », when the workers, sponsors of the 

new kolkhoz founded by Marfa and others, come to help them install a grain sorter, and 

then, the « wedding » of the bull Fomka and a cow. Intertitles conclude the first 

sequence by saying that « they have learned to work together » and then mention 

« seed ». That opens to the next sequence: the wedding of the bull and the cow. This 

wedding has been staged as a fecundity ritual. We see the women of the kolkhoz, all 

                                                
14 Cf. La non-indiffé ́rente nature 1, op. cit., p. 104 sq. 
15 Designed by Burov, member of the avant-gardist group O.S.A., leading by Alexander Vesnin. 



dressed as brides. The cow appears like a bride as well, with a crown of flowers on her 

head. Eisenstein wrote in his working notes that the film’s main parts condensate 

different « prelogical » mythological symbols, like the Apis bull, Zeus and Europe16. 

The meaning of these associations binds the archaïc and the modern, with mètis, 

again, as a general and invariable attitude within the world: technique is not only 

industry, but also ritual with its aesthetics and poetics. They are connected in the unity 

and fecundity theme: Eros, as the life « instinct ». In The General Line, strongly 

eroticized right up to the grotesque, all the negative (the two brothers cut the house in 

two parts for the heritage) is marked by sterility, the positive by fecundity. The archaïc 

rural way of life is not to be overtaken, but instead liberated from absurd inheritance 

laws (a legacy of tsarist social divisions) and from fear (the magical regression after 

Fomka’s death). It has to go forwards, and dialectically back and forth, between a 

preclass society and an integration of modernity, in a fertile community between 

humans and machines connected by mètis and Eros.  

 

Eisenstein is searching for what makes commoning, the power of making unity 

between equals, but not without differences. He is then following a deeper reflexion, 

inspired by psychoanalysts like Ferenczi and Rank, about Eros as the immortal 

dimension of the community, contrary to the individual’s mortality. It will be the main 

theme of his more personal film project, partly realised (but without his own montage): 

Que viva Mexico!17 In this film, revolution is no longer determined by technical 

structures. It’s a peones’ (poor indigenous peasants without land) insurrection, in 

conflict with great landowners, for the use of commons. But, for Eisenstein, there is also 

a temporal conflict: the coexistence of heterogeneous temporalities in a same country. 

The Mexican post-revolutionary State tries to make it a sole nation. Everywhere, 

outside the colonial towns and farms, close to the catholic sanctuaries, as in the catholic 

conscience, lies the Indian unconscious. Eisenstein shows the Maya ruins, compares the 

physiognomy of the actual Mexican poor with the ancient statues, links different times 

                                                
16 Cf. TsGALI archives, 1-1923, folio 1034, in François Albé ́ra, Eisenstein et le constructivisme russe, 
Lausanne, L’Âge d’Homme, 1990, p. 246. 
17 Eisenstein wrote several texts about the film’s project and its philosophy, between 1931 and 1947 ; cf. 
Steven Bernas’s anthology : Les écrits mexicains de S.M. Eisenstein, Paris, L’Harmattan, 2001 and 
« Montage 37 », in Sergei Eisenstein. Selected Works Volume II. Towards a Theory of Montage, ed. by 
Michael Glenny & Richard Taylor, London-New York, I.B. Taurus, 2010 (first published by B.F.I., 
London, 1991). 



with their relationship to death. He shows the vivid survival of a primitive way of life in 

« Sanduga »: the matriarchal society of Tehuantepec. 

All the film is about love as the main value, which becomes stronger than death 

thanks to the struggle of the poor for dignity and liberty. There’s a real dialectic in the 

film between love and death, Eros and Thanatos. Eisenstein is obviously inspired by 

Freud, but his own version of this opposition is more dynamic. In the « Maguey » 

episode, the first revolt begins with a wedding project between Maria and Sebastian, 

which turns tragic because she has been raped by the master’s guest. It signs the end of 

a secular resignation: the peones decided to fight, but they fail. According to 

Eisenstein’s scenario (contrary to Alexandrov’s version), the « Fiesta » episode of the 

film, coming after « Maguey » and before the proper revolutionary episode, « The 

Soldadera », shows the bourgeois Mexican society18. In this « Fiesta » episode, with the 

bullfight, the falsity of this pre-revolutionary society is illustrated by a spectacularly, 

(non)relationship with death and also a false relationship with love, seen through 

romances between bullfighters and « queens of the arena », in a leisurely and 

pleasurable way of living. 

People are prisoners of their selfishness. Eisenstein concludes crudely that they 

are just promised to an eternal death — although they ignore it, contrary to the ancient 

Indians. But, the revolutionaries have overcome their old submission to death. The new 

value is love: Eros. It becomes the great common way of feeling. The possibility of 

community has an erotic meaning, which includes open sexuality at the centre of social 

life, like in Tehuantepec. Eisenstein declares that Eros gives immortality to the human 

being in community, not to the sole individual, reduced to his biological and mortal 

condition19. But death is not concealed. The film ends with the Death Feast, which is a 

carnival. The immemorial familiarity with death becomes a joyful, nourishing and 

erotic one. No more submission, but derision and desire: death is the main subject of the 

famous Posada’s caricatures and scenes, but also of sweet skulls and graves converted 

into places for banquets and child conception. We encounter once more the common 

                                                
18 Narratively before the revolution in the film, but which shows in fact the post-revolutionary society, 
quasi as a documentary. 
19 See « Le jour des morts », Mémoires, tome 2, Moscou, Musée du cinéma & Troud editors, 1997 and 
Steven Bernas, op. cit. ; « Postface au scénario du film » (1947), in Œuvres, tome 6, Éditions de Moscou, 
1948 and Steven Bernas, id. 



place, carnavalesque, intelligence and ethics that Bakhtin found in Rabelais (a main 

reference for Eisenstein20). 

 

The path we followed across these three films shows commons as chronotopes 

in Eisenstein’s cinema. The link between ideas, time and space, appears as the global 

image of a place: the battleship (with the sea and the port, Odessa), the kolkhoz and, 

finally, a territory where different times coexist, like a carte du tendre21. These different 

chronotopes are related to different values: technique, fecundity and Eros. In The 

General Line, we can say that fecundity is a dialectical moment between revolutionary 

« productivism » — the marxist and the sovietic, i.e anarchist moment of The Battleship 

Potemkin — and the revolutionary erotic moment of Que viva Mexico!. According to 

Eisenstein, every possible commons is, and has to be, at first, the object of a common 

but shared desire. 

                                                
20 Cf. « C’est Pantagruel qui naîtra » (1933), in S.M. Eisenstein, Au-delà des étoiles, Paris, U.G.E. 10/18, 
1974. 
21 See Giuliana Bruno, Atlas of emotion. Journeys in Art, Architecture, and Film, London-New York, 
Verso, (1998) 2007. 


